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How To Identify and Deal With an
Unruly or Malicious Spirit

waywardfrog

As with all my posts– there’s probably going to be several updates. Please keep
in mind this this post comes from my experiences, so whatever may be true for
me may not be true for you, and one or two flags may not mean a malicious
spirit. Everything is situational.

This doesn’t cover any spirits who may have good intentions but can’t control
what their energy/presence does to people. The Leanan Fae’s energy for
example, will cause a person go insane if not bound correctly.

How To Identify:

1. You get uneasy/feel you are in danger around the spirit/their vessel.
Now, keep in mind that some bias is going to come into this, too. You may, for
some reason or another, end up with the spirit race/type that you aren’t
comfortable working with. Just because you’re uncomfortable, that doesn’t make
them malicious, and you should talk to the conjurer about that. However– I don’t
like saying trust your gut, because I don’t believe intuition is usually more than
ego in most cases. But if this, persists to the point where it impedes your
communication, I would look into either banishing or rehoming. *Your mental
health takes priority over a spirit, all reputable conjurers will tell you this.* If
you’ve talked to the spirit about this and the spirit has made no attempt to talk
with you or discuss what’s happening, you’ve gotten a red flag.

Another red flag: there is a large amount of negativity surrounding the vessel.

2. The spirit repeatedly guilts/ ignores you unless you give an offering. 
Would you like a friend that does this to you? This kind of behavior shouldn’t be
acceptable, and is kind of thing should be self explanatory. Bonus red flag points
if you tell them that you don’t have the money, and they keep bugging you for it
anyway, and ignore any other type of communication.

3. The spirit starts telling you that they’re from a past life, after you have a good
reason to believe that they don’t have the best intentions.
If you believe in that thing, two spirits in my home are from a past life. They’re
not cruel or abusive in any way– in fact, most past life spirits care enough about
you to find you again. However– *there is nothing that important, there’s nothing
that the spirit tells you that can justify for any mistreatment you received.* Just
because the spirit tells you that you were lovers in all your past lives (99.9% of
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the time, that claim is BS anyway), that doesn’t mean you should welcome them
with open arms and accept that the spirit is doing this because “they love you”.

4. Your boundaries are repeatedly pushed despite warnings to stop.
No spirit who truly respects you should purposely push anything onto you. I have
very mixed feelings on spirits who “test” you– but if they repeatedly touch you,
talk to you, move things around, whatever, after you ask them to stop, it’s
probably time to end the relationship. Respect is a two way street.

I know there’s the argument of: I want to be tested! But I’m not talking about that.
I work with a goddess that’s known for putting people through intense situations
so they grow, and I knew that before I went into it. Most cases aren’t like that.

5. *Your spirit family/guides/whatever flat-out tell you that this spirit doesn’t have
the best intentions*.
I can’t believe how often this one is ignored. Yes, discernment should be used in
these types of cases, but if everything is adding up and you have multiple spirits
telling you that the spirit is doing shady activities behind the scenes, it’s time for
them to go.

It doesn’t matter if you’ve had good experiences with them before–some spirits
play nice to get you to lower your guard.

On the flip side, make sure that the other spirits just don’t like the entity.

Make sure to talk to your conjurer before you banish/rehome. As a warning
though– there are conjurers who claim that the “spirit just wanted to help” or “this
spirit still cares about you!” or otherwise invalidate your experiences. In my
opinion, this isn’t acceptable for any conjurer to do because they were not there
with you when working with the spirit.

And lastly, we need to discuss how to deal with a few with these spirits.

The most important thing. Do not give into any hatred or any other “negative”
feeling when dealing with them. They feed off of that. As hard as it sounds, don’t
panic, it only makes the situation worse. You’ll be fine.

A spirit isn’t super powerful just because they got through your wards– all wards
have loopholes, and it could have even entered through an unwarded spot.

A spirit isn’t super powerful because they’re able to resist other spirits/spells.
There are so many factors that go into this circumstance, and it’s so situational
that I can’t even put a blanket statement on it. I’ve had a being resist a vanishing
spell when I first started my path because it *walked into a far room of my house
where it wasn’t very effected, then came back as soon as the magic lessened*.
This gives the illusion that it’s super powerful, even though it’s just actually just
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smart.

Now, onto the actual methods.

I know this is going to be hard to hear– you need to do most of the work
yourself, you are the one that the spirit is harassing, and you need to take back
your space. You can do anything you want here– incense, cleanse, or beat the
crap out of it. You need to force your intent into what you’re doing. Don’t stop.
Persistence is key. It could take weeks if the spirit is really determined. Don’t just
say to the spirit that it’s not welcome here (because it knows that by now, it
doesn’t care), show it.

You may hear the spirit taunt/guilt you. Think of it as the “Exorcist” movie ordeal.
Remember the scene where the spirit possessing the girl repeatedly attempted
to get into the priest’s head and get him upset and angry? It’s like that. Ignore it.

Once you feel that the spirit is sufficiently weakened (replies are soft and
‘muted’), it’s time to send it packing. Again, do what ever you most feel
comfortable with– force your intent for it to leave and never come back. Do this a
few times if you want.

When you feel that the spirit is gone, take a break and do something you enjoy.
Take your mind off of it. Don’t stress about the spirit coming back, because if
you do, there’s a good chance that it might. Try and fix up your wards, and mend
anything broken by the spirit, if anything. Cleanse.

This has always worked for me in the past– I hope this helps people who have
this problem. Good luck!


